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Conclusions

Motivation
The aim of the Workshop is to present and discuss the importance of investigating plants for
learning from their structure and behaviour, and for mimicking their features to develop new
technologies and systems.
Rarely plants have been considered as a model of inspiration for designing and developing new
technology, probably due to their radically different operational principles compared to animals.
Indeed plants are able to show a considerable plasticity in both morphology and physiology in
response to environment variability. This results in movements that are characterized by energy
efficiency and high density. Mimicking plants requires deep investigations on new materials,
mechanisms, sensors, actuators, and control schemes, and can lead to strong technological
breakthroughs. In this Workshop a selected group of top-scientists, worldwide expert and active in
the field, will contribute to discuss the best approaches and strategic priorities, in addition to
identify potential application areas, in order to push the relevant scientific and technological
frontiers of this field.
Main topics that will be covered are:
 Plant-inspired robotics
 Plant sensing and growth
 Fibre hierarchies in plants
 Plants inspired materials
 Communication in plants
 Plant-inspired evolutionary algorithms
 Plant phenotyping
 Plant-inspired adaptive structures
Demos of plant-inspired artefacts will be also presented at the end of the Workshop.

Objectives
The novelty of the area and the multidisciplinary approach will stimulate creativity and interactions
among participants, with the potentiality of a strong impact in different fields, as biology,
engineering, chemistry, computer science, and physics to conceive and develop advanced systems.
The objectives of the workshop are to share and discuss in a broad community the current state of
the art concerning the research areas that look at plants as inspiration source to impact in future
technologies in general, as well as to encourage collaborations and inspire the exploration of novel
research lines or projects.

